Applications

Non residue tamper evident security labels to seal re-useable containers to reduce the risk of contaminants being introduced into the food chain.

Permanent labels and tapes leave a mark on the surface of the container when removed. They are used to seal food and grain storage containers to protect the integrity of these products.

Suitable for flexible surfaces as well as rigid; bags, drums, cartons, and pallets providing mechanical security.

Benefits

Provides an instant, additional level of security seal delivering a clear visual indication of tampering.

This provides “positive control” throughout the distribution system.

Simple, secure, “track and trace” features, including individual barcodes and sequential numbers. Individual numbers placed on the cargo along with matching receipt tabs placed on control transit documents ensures proper “chain of custody” – loads can be easily tracked to a company and a location. Supporting the farm to fork journey.

Flexible

Can be applied to different surfaces from cardboard, wood through to plastic

Instant Layer of Security

Sticks immediately giving you an additional layer of security

Individual Options

Sequential numbers, barcodes, QR codes, logos, language

Simple, Secure Solution

Machine or manually applied

Approved

Complies with ISO 17712, C-TPAT, OSHA and FDA standards